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1.0 MARY VALLEY MANGANESE PROJECT 
 
2.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
The Mary Valley Manganese Project is located approximately 14 road kilometres southwest of Gympie 
Township in Queensland.  The largest mine on the tenements controlled by Bluekebble Pty Ltd was at 
Amamoor No.1 Manganese Deposit (19,630t @ 51% Mn).  The mine opened in 1920 and operated 
and then from 1960.   
 
A total of 9,386 tonnes of ore was mined from the EPM area with the manganese grade ranging from 
42% to 51% Mn with the limits of all the deposit not known either along strike or at depth.   
 
Manganese ore has been mined intermittently from deposit in the Mary Valley since 1908, with the 
bulk of the output occurring in the most recent period (1957-1960, 1965-1966).  Most of the ore 
produced was of metallurgical grade and as sent to Broken Hill Proprietary Co. Ltd at Newcastle for 
use in steel manufacture.   
 
Historical assays have also indicated that the silica, iron and phosphate levels are all within the direct 
shipping ore parameters which further confirm the economic potential of standalone mining operations 
over the Mary Valley Manganese Project. 
 
During the sixth anniversary date, Walla Mines Pty Ltd completes reconnaissance over the 
Mary Valley Area.  Highlights include the following 

 
• Rock-chip sample assays returned results up to 52% manganese in the Mary Valley project 

tenements:- 
 

Upper Kandanga:  43% Mn 
Donaldsons:-  43% Mn 

 
• Recent assessment of historical mine workings indicates that full extent of mineralisation has not 

been exploited, providing substantial exploration upside. 
 

• Significantly increased geological understanding and development of manganese exploration targets 
in Mary Valley. 
 

• At Amamoor in particular, geological evaluation of old workings and surrounds indicates that 
mineralisation is more widespread than the old workings with indications that there may be 
significant near surface extensions of both high grade and low grade (beneficiable) mineralisation. 
 

• Potential to identify additional mineralisation at Mary Valley in many prospects in these largely 
under-explored tenements where only a limited area has been examined to date. 
 

• Preliminary investigations have indicated that manganese mineralisation is widespread and that 
areas where there is concentration have been mined in the past to produce significant tonnages of 
direct shipping manganese ore. 
 

• Recent rock-chip sampling at the Upper Kandanga prospect has yielded assays up to 40.91% Mn. 

• Shallow exploration targets beneath and adjacent to historic workings have potential to contain more 

than 130,000t of mineralisation with grades of 40% Mn or greater. 
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• Historical near surface production between 1918 and 1966 has been reported as 7,930t at grades up 

to 44% Mn.  

• First time that high grade manganese mineralisation has been geologically mapped and orientation 

determined. 

• First time that geological control of mineralisation has been recognised which will enable 

classification of mineralisation style. 

• Eclipse Metals has identified shallow exploration targets adjacent to the historic workings to be 

tested with a programme of 11 angled diamond drill-holes. 

 Results of petrophysical testing from the historical Amamoor and Upper Kandanga manganese 
mines suggest that primary mineralisation continues at depth for both areas. 
 

 Results also point to most effective techniques for further exploration 
 

 Testing suggests that ground based IP/ Resistivity surveys will be an effective, precise geophysical 
exploration method to delineate blind mineralisation along strike from and at depth below known 
mineralised zones. 
 

 Testing also suggests that a detailed low-level airborne magnetic survey could be an effective tool to 
indicate zones of potential manganese mineralisation in areas of rugged terrain with dense 
vegetation. 
 

 Petrological examination supports classification of the mineralisation style as Cuban-type of 
Volcanogenic Manganese Deposits. 
 

 Most of the mineralisation consists of primary manganese minerals (e.g. hausmannite). 
 
3.0 LOCATION AND ACCESS 
 
The Mary Valley Manganese Project is located approximately 14 road kilometres southwest of Gympie 
Township in Queensland.  The project comprises 4 application Exploration Licence areas which cover 
an approximate area of 169.3 km2 that is easily accessed from the Brooloo Road from the Gympie 
Township.   The EPM’s areas lies on the GYMPIE 1:250,000 Geological Sheet Series (SG56-10) and 
Gympie (9445) 1:100,000 Geological Sheet Series.   
 
The nearest shipping port from the EPM area is located at Brisbane, located in the south 
approximately 165 rail kilometres. 
 
4.0 TENEMENTS 
 
The project is comprised of one granted exploration licence (EPM) with the tenement details 
summarised in Table 1 and their locations are shown in Figures 1 and 2.   
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Table 1: Mary Valley Project - Tenement Summary 
 

Project Tenement Status Current Area Current Granted  Expenditure 

  Number   Blocks (sq km) Holder Date 
Covenant 

($) 
              

Mary Valley  EPM17672 Granted 54 
 

167.4 km2 Walla Mines Pty Ltd 30/06/09 $40,000 
 

5.0 REGIONAL GEOLOGY & MINERALISATION 
 
The Mary Valley Manganese deposits occur in a north-north-westerly trending belt (Carboniferous to 
Triassic in age) of low-grade metamorphic rocks situated in south-east Queensland.  The area 
contains the Gympie Gold Field, once an important Australian gold producer and currently being re-
investigated.  In addition the area contains occurrences of copper, silver, lead, tungsten and mercury, 
as well as a number of manganese deposits, sufficiently abundant to warrant the name Mary Valley 
Manganese Belt (Burns, 1961). 
 
Within the EPM area, the Amamoor Beds of Permian age, consisting of mudstone, slate, basic 
metavolcanics, chert, schist, jasper, greywacke contain the majority of manganese deposits.  The 
Amamoor Beds are the site of the more important manganese ore occurrence in the Manganese Belt 
and are considered to have been deep-water, oceanic sediments association with island arc 
volcanism (Murray and Whitacker, 1982), (Murray, 1990).  The manganese oxides of the Amamoor 
Beds, if syngenetic, may therefore be genetically related to the submarine manganese deposits of 
recent oceans (Roy, 1981). 
 
The manganese deposits within the Mary Valley exhibit mineralogy and textures characteristic of at 
least four parageneses. The deposits consist mainly of isolated occurrences of braunite, together with 
a number of lower and higher valency manganese oxides and manganese silicates, in bedded 
radiolarian cherts and jaspers of Permian age. The parageneses are: 
 

1. Braunite-hausmannite-spessartine-tephroite-quartz (metamorphic) 
2. Braunite-quartz (primary) 
3. Hydrated manganese silicates 
4. Tetravalent manganese oxides 

 
The primary mineralisation is interpreted as the result of the geochemical separation of Mn from Fe in 
a submarine exhalative system, and the precipitation of Mn as oxide within bedded radiolarian oozes 
and submarine lavas.  During diagenesis this hydrothermal manganese oxide reacted with silica to 
produce primary braunite.  The later geological of evolution of this volcanogenic sedimentary deposit 
involved metamorphism, hydrothermal veining by remobilized manganese, and supergene 
enrichment. 
 
Deposition of the manganese oxide has apparently been controlled by faulting ad fracturing of the 
incompetent cherty and jasperoidal bed, with the fractures providing the fluid channel way and 
replacement of the host rock by manganese oxides occurring progressively away from those 
fractures. 
Manganese ore has been mined intermittently from deposit in the Mary Valley since 1908, with the 
bulk of the output occurring in the most recent period (1957-1960, 1965-1966).  Most of the ore 
produced was of metallurgical grade and as sent to Broken Hill Proprietary Co. Ltd at Newcastle for 
use in steel manufacture.  Total production is approximately 35,600 tonnes of manganese ore.   
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Most deposits are lenticular or tabular in form, and are commonly fault bounded and/or stratabound.  
Minor post-ore faulting has modified the size and shape of some orebodies (Brooks, 1962). 
 
Both Brooks (1962) and Ostwald (1992) considered the manganese deposits to be genetically related 
to their host rocks and have a deep-water marine origin.  Supergene processes are also believed to 
have been important in concentrating the manganese and in producing the mineralogy evident in 
outcrop. 

 
Figure 1: Mary Valley Project – Topographic Map 
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6.0 PREVIOUS EXPLORATION AND MINING HISTORY 
 
The largest mines on the tenements controlled by Bluekebble Pty Ltd were at Cameron Manganese 
and the Amamoor No.1 Deposits.  These mine opened in 1918 and operated intermittently until 1919 
and then from 1958 to 1960.  A total of 19,630 tonnes of ore was mined with a grade which ranged 
from 46% to 51% Mn with the limits of the deposit are not known ether along strike or down-dip.  
Marketable grade ore is known to extend 3.18m below the floor of the open-cut on the western side 
and the down-faulted section of deposit has not been traced across to the eastern side of the open-
cut. Brooks (1961) has classified the Cameron Manganese Deposits as one of the best prospect for 
future production in the Mary Valley.  There are numerous historic workings on the project.   
 
A summary of manganese production on the Mary Valley Manganese Project is shown below:  

 

Name 

 

Years of Production Ore production (tonnes) Manganese/Mine Workings 

Donaldson’s Deposit 
22.86m long x  9.14m wide x 

2.74m deep 1949, 1960 25t @ 46% Mn, 15% silica 
       

Eel Creek 

35.05m long x 9.14m wide x 
2.13m deep 1949, 1951, 1960 

234t @ 50% Mn, 6% silica 
38t @ 46% Mn, 15% silica 

Mooloo T.O Prospect 15.24m long x 2.13m wide x  Unknown 42% Mn, 11.6% silica, 5.8% FeO2 

Mt Mooloo Prospect 

Trench 1 and 2: 13.71m long, 
2.74m deep 

1915 81t @ 50.3% Mn, 1.9% silica, 7.4% FeO2 
Trench 2: 15.24m long, 2.13m 

wide x 1.52m deep 

Robert's Prospect 
 

Unknown 15t @ 38.6% Mn 
6.40m long x 4.26m wide x 

3.04m deep 
Dagun Prospect 6.1m long x  2.4m deep 1921, 1949 100t @ 48% Mn, 5% silica 
  

 
    

Cameron 
44.2.0m long x 3.65m wide x 

19.81m deep 1918-19, 1958-1960 8,893t @ 46% Mn, 22% silica 

Total 
 

  
9,386t of high grade Mn ore was  

mined from the EPM areas 
  
In 1962, J.H Brooks from the Geological Survey of Queensland undertook a detail review of the 
historical mining activities within the Mary Valley Manganese Belt.  Samples of ore from a wide cross 
section of the Mary Valley deposits were collected and analysed at the Government Chemical 
Laboratory, Brisbane and X-ray analysis were carried out by the University of Queensland, 
Department of Mining and Engineering which are set out in the below table.   
 

Location Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade Mineral present from 

  of Mn 
 

MnO2 
 

SiO2 FeO2  BaO X-Ray Analysis 
Eel Creek 48.96% 66.30% 3.94% 7.15% 1.84 Pyrolusite, minor cryptomelane 
Eel Creek 56.10% 82.50% 0.53% 3.77% 1.55 Braunite, hausmanite, cryptomelane 
Eel Creek from 41.50% 66.50% 26.70% 3.80% 1.8  Massive Mn with some silica and red jasperiod material 
shallow open cut 

 
  

 
  

 
  

Eel Creek 45.20%   
 

1.40% 3.00 Massive Mn & Mn oxides 
Dagun 50.80% 73.40% 5.52% 5.40% 3.83 Pyrolusite, minor cryptomelane 
Dagun from pit (4.45m) 52.20% 77.20% 6.80% 6.60% 

 
Selected sample of cellular ore with some soft Mn oxide  
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The iron content of the Mary Valley ores is low and the ores rarely if ever, subject to the penalty for 
iron in excess of 8.5% in metallurgical ore.  Deposits in the northern part of the manganese belt, 
particularly around Mt Mooloo have slightly higher iron content than deposits to the south.  Ore from 
Mt Mooloo has averaged 7.2% Fe and the Mooloo T.O, Eel Creek ores have average 3% to 4% iron.  
Botryoidal hematite is associated with manganese oxides at the Mooloo T.O prospect.  
 
The phosphate content of the ores is low, ranging from 0.09% at the Dagun deposit.  As 0.18% 
phosphorus is tolerated in metallurgical ore, the Mary Valley ores are never subject to a penalty for 
phosphorus content. 
 
In 1992, J. Ostwald completed a research paper relating to the mineralogy, para-genesis and genesis 
of the braunite deposit of the Mary Valley Manganese Belt.  Numerous samples were taken over the 
Carmon Manganese deposit (EPM17672) and were assayed by using a combination of ICP and XRF 
techniques which are listed below. 
 

Element 
 

Sample 10 
 

Sample 11 
 

Sample 12 
SiO2 22.61 24.30 25.10 
TiO2 0.06 0.07 0.10 
Al2O3 1.01 0.86 0.51 
MnO2 65.85 64.05 65.06 
Fe2O3 2.16 2.08 1.92 
CaO 6.82 6.62 5.71 
MgO 0.05 0.06 0.05 
BaO 0.16 0.23 0.02 
SrO 0.03 0.06 0.01 
Na2O 0.0 0.01 0.01 
K2O 0.02 0.06 0.03 
P2O5 0.05 0.05 0.06 
SO2 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 
LOI 0.82 0.56 0.77 
Total 99.81 99.21 100.02 
    
Co (ppm) 2500 2500 2500 
Ni (ppm) 1850 1900 1950 
Cu (ppm) 400 600 550 
Pb (ppm) 550 400 450 
Zn (ppm) 850 800 850 
As (ppm) 3600 3500 3500 

 
Ostwald completed other assaying over Mt  Walli Manganese deposit (EPM17686) which was assayed 
by using a combination of ICP and XRF techniques which are listed below. 
 

Element 
 

Sample 19 
 

Sample 20 
 

Sample 21 
SiO2 34.71 38.61 35.42 
TiO2 0.06 0.06 0.04 
Al2O3 5.27 6.36 7.17 
MnO2 46.00 40.87 42.23 
Fe2O3 0.16 0.51 0.32 
CaO 6.12 5.51 7.16 
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Element 
 

Sample 19 
 

Sample 20 
 

Sample 21 
MgO 2.13 2.16 2.2 
BaO 1.16 0.74 0.82 
SrO 0.02 0.01 0.08 
Na2O 0.26 0.33 0.18 
K2O 1.36 0.86 0.91 
P2O5 0.04 0.06 0.04 
SO2 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 
LOI 2.16 2.51 2.46 
Total 99.61 99.13 99.86 
    
Co (ppm) 1200 1200 1150 
Ni (ppm) 3200 3300 3400 
Cu (ppm) 600 650 650 
Pb (ppm) 75 800 50 
Zn (ppm) 600 400 550 
As (ppm) 3500 3550 3500 

 
Both the primary braunite and the metamorphic braunite have about 10% SiO2 in their structure, and are 
thus normal braunite.  The microanalyses (wt%) of primary and metamorphic braunite within the Mary 
Valley Manganese Belt. 

 
Analysis Mn2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO K2O SiO2 Total 

1 89.5 0.1 ND ND 0.1 8.9 98.6 
2 87.0 1.2 ND ND 0.1 9.1 97.4 
3 88.5 0.6 ND ND ND 10.1 99.2 
4 88.3 2.1 ND ND ND 9.8 100.2 
5 88.6 0.7 0.7 0.3 ND 9.7 99.7 
6 88.6 0.2 ND ND 0.1 9.9 98.0 
7 88.0 0 ND ND ND 10.2 99.4 
8 87.9 0.7 ND 0.4 ND 10.1 99.2 
9 88.7 1.1 0.1 ND 0.1 9.6 100.1 

10 89.0 0.7 ND 0.1 0.2 9.9 100.2 
11 88.2 0.3 0.7 0.2 ND 0.2 99.4 
12 87.9 0.1 0.4 0.3 ND 10.2 98.9 
13 87.7 ND 1.1 ND 0.3 10.1 99.2 
14 86.1 ND 0.8 ND 0.4 9.8 97.3 
15 88.5 ND 0.6 ND 0.3 10.0 99.8 
16 89.0 ND 0.7 ND ND 9.9 99.6 
17 88.4 0.2 1.2 0.1 0.4 9.9 100.6 
18 87.8 0.1 1.4 ND 0.3 10.2 99.8 
19 86.3 ND 0.8 ND 0.6 10.1 97.8 
20 88.2 ND 0.4 ND 0.2 10.1 98.9 

 
Analysis 1-10 primary,  
 
11-20 metamorphic. 
  
‘Oxide stoichiometry expressed as Mn2O3,  
 
ND Not detecte 
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Figure 2: EPM17672 – Regional Geology with Prospect Location Map 
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7.0 WORK COMPLETED DURING FIFTH ANNIVERSARY 
 
Field examination concentrated on the northern part of the exploration permits, where previous mining 
has produced high grade manganese ore.  Within this area (Reference Map on page 7) it is evident 
that there are substantial further deposits of high grade, potentially direct shipping ore (DSO) and 
lower grade beneficiable mineralisation in proximity of the old workings and in strike extensions of 
known deposits.    
 
Based on the historical high grade ore mined within the Mary Valley manganese area, the grades of 
manganese and silica levels fall within the DSO parameters of saleable manganese ore from 
Australia and other countries around the world.  Historical manganese grades ranges from 42% to 
51% Mn (Reference Map on page 7) which illustrates the historical tonnage and grade associated 
with each manganese mine/working.    
   

 
Mt Mooloo Area 

The Mt Mooloo historically mined prospect is located at the side of Mt Mooloo at an elevation of over 
280 metres.  The Company’s geologist collaborating with a local resident and pioneering prospector 
located a previously unrecorded extensive area of manganese mineralisation exposed through a road 
cutting (Photo 1) below the Mt Mooloo historic workings.   The mineralised zone is over 200 metres in 
length on a face up to 4.5m in height with major structural deformation and prolific manganese 
mineralisation at an elevation of 130m. 
 

 
Road cutting Mt Mooloo indicating silica rich with minor manganese within fracture planes 
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Behind this road cutting across the strike of the host rock, the manganese mineralisation trends 
towards historic manganese quarry, hosting further evidence of high grade manganese 
mineralisation. Photo 2 shows the highly folded bedding with manganese deposition and evidence 
that manganese deposition is controlled by structural deformation of the host rock.  From the base of 
the road cutting to the top of the mined bench is approximately 8 metres, with mineralisation 
continuing underfoot.  

 
Old Manganese Mine - Bench height of 4 to 5m of folded manganese mineralisation on Mooloo 

road.  
 
The historical mined area at Mt Mooloo yielded 81 tonnes of ore in 1915, located 1.26 kilometres NE 
of Photo 2. The elevation of Photo 2 is about 130 metres and the historically mined area has an 
elevation of approximately 280m.  Orientation of the mined bench of NNE in photo 2 is consistent with 
the strike of the manganese belt along with the historically mined benches at Mt Mooloo.   
 
There were no mines department records of this historical mine site which was located by the Eclipse 
Metals geologist in collaboration with local pioneering prospectors residing in Mary Valley. 
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Massive manganese mineralisation along road cutting next to mined area on Mooloo Rd – also 

previously unrecorded  
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Eel Creek 

Historically the Eel Creek mined prospect yielded high grade manganese in small trenches however 
these workings were only recognised by mullock dumps at the old mined terraces in the side of a low 
lying hill 2.5km from the Mt Mooloo historical mine site.   
 
The Eel Creek cutting illustrated below in Photo 5 is located 4.7 kilometres from the Mt Mooloo mine 
site and 3.5 km north of the Eel Creek mine site. The country rocks are coarsely-banded jasper and 
massive quartzite, striking at 335o and dipping at 600 to 850 E. Minor folds pitch at 750. Historically, the 
area exhibits manganese lenses which have been offset by cross faults.  It is possible that there may 
be other concealed bodies of manganese separated from known lenses by cross-faults.  There is 
continuous structural deformation, clearly visible in Photo 4. 
 

 

Eel Creek Road: Large outcrop in road cutting with manganese mineralisation (in a faulted 
host rock) 

The strike of the host rock within the mined area is consistent with the orientation of the Mary Valley 
manganese belt. The vertical relief is of particular significance as outcrop was found between 195 m 
and 280 m elevation.   
 
8.0 WORK COMPLETED DURING SIXTH ANNIVERSARY 
 
Field examination concentrated on the southern part of the exploration permits, where previous 
mining has produced high grade manganese ore.  Within Amamoor and Kandanga (Refer to Figure 6 
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Map) it is evident that there are substantial further deposits of high grade, potentially direct shipping 
ore (DSO) and lower grade beneficiable mineralisation in proximity to the old workings and in strike 
extensions of known deposits.    
 
Records of historical high grade ore mined within the Mary Valley manganese area and analyses from 
recent rock-chip samples, indicate that manganese and silica levels fall within the DSO 
parameters for saleable manganese ore from Australia and other countries around the world.   
 
A total of 8 rock-chip samples were collected and submitted to ALS Laboratory Brisbane. The 
samples were crushed and pulverised (methods CRU-21 and PUL-23) and then assayed by method 
ME-XRF26s.   

 

 

Table 2: Highlights of Rock Chip Sample Analytical Results 

Sample Easting Northing Prospect Name Al2O3 CaO Fe2O3 K2O MnO Mn Na2O P2O5 SiO2 
Id (mE) (mN) 

 
% % % % % % % % % 

PS039 462760 7078121 Upper Kandanga 2.06 1.52 1.44 0.12 52.83 40.91 0.3 0.12 34.48 
PS040 462813 7078206 Upper Kandanga 1.34 1.28 0.77 0.22 54.08 41.88 0.17 0.16 33.1 
PS041 462788 7078194 Upper Kandanga 3.83 1.36 1.84 0.55 44.53 34.49 0.64 0.07 36.94 
PS042 462786 7078114 Upper Kandanga 2.59 1.23 2.24 0.65 55.34 42.86 0.3 0.14 25.55 
PS043 459928 7096223 Donaldson No.1 0.83 2.94 1.76 0.07 50.69 39.26 0.15 0.06 30.1 
PS046 459926 7096216 Donaldson No.1 0.65 2.48 1.22 0.37 56.03 43.39 0.2 0.07 23.25 
PS050 458575 7091285 Eel Creek Mine 1.78 3.46 6.28 0.13 46.16 35.75 0.14 0.08 31.86 
PS057 461927 7085988 Donaldson No.2 5.54 4.97 7.98 0.03 46.31 35.87 0.04 0.15 27.24 

 

 
UPPER KANDANGA (AKA CAMERON) MANGANESE MINE  

The Upper Kandanga (aka Cameron) historical manganese mine workings are located about 6km 
west-southwest of the village of Kandanga. The mineralisation is in a distinct bed 2m to 3m thick and 
appears to be different from other historical operations being associated with shale and sandstone, 
rather than jasperoidal chert and andesite, and with shallow dip angles. 
 
The manganese mineralisation has a strike direction of about 100° and dips about 35° towards the 
north. The layer of manganese mineralisation east of a fault is displaced a few metres lower than the 
layer west of the fault.  
 
The continuity of mineralisation along strike west of the workings is unknown but the 
thickness of the layer exposed in the western wall of the workings suggests that it is likely to 
extend a considerable distance westwards into the banks of the gully. 
  
Mineralisation is known to continue along strike from the pit towards the east; Brooks (1962) 
describes an adit that was excavated into the eastern face of the workings in 1960 and extended at 
least 12m into the eastern slope of the gully.  
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Historical workings at the Upper Kandanga (aka Cameron) Manganese Mine 

 
Remnant Mn-ore at the Upper Kandanga (aka Cameron) Mn mine. View towards the west 

showing the gentle dip of mineralisation towards the north. 
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EEL CREEK MANGANESE MINE  

The Eel Creek workings are located in a mostly cleared paddock east of Eel Creek Road from which 
the overgrown workings are visible. The old mine consists of an excavation about 50m long, up to 
10m wide and about 2m deep. The mine is elongated in a north-northeast direction following the 
contour of a hill. Strike direction of the mineralisation is similar to the orientation of the workings and 
remnant ore is visible in the eastern wall. 
 
Host rock of mineralisation is a manganiferous jasperoid which also outcrops up-slope to the east and 
along strike from the workings as well as adjacent to the workings. Structural evidence suggests that 
the mineralisation is folded and faulted, providing a setting for extensions and enrichment of the 
mineralised formation. Surrounding the workings, manganiferous rocks having bedding-parallel layers of 
manganese mineralisation several centimetres thick occur within an area at least 1000m long and 250m wide.  
 
This large area may contain zones of high-grade mineralisation that do not outcrop. 

 
Historical Eel Creek Manganese Mine looking south with remnant ore is exposed in the eastern wall of the 

workings.  
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DONALDSON’S   

The Donaldson prospect is situated on the top of a prominent ridge elongated in a north-south 
direction which has been mostly cleared for pasture but with patches of open woodland. The ore lens 
was probably about 2m thick and at the most, about 25m long. The historical ore remnants observed 
in the eastern wall of the main excavation are part of a lens that appears to be sub-parallel to a well-
developed cleavage of the jasperoid that is the host-rock to the mineralisation, oriented with a strike of 
320° and a dip of 80° towards the southwest.  
 
Workings have a total length of about 30m and excavations were up to about 8m wide and 3m deep. 
Waste has been pushed to the west of the excavation.  Small workings to the south known as the 
Donaldson’s No. 2 prospect consist of a small circular excavation about 1.5m deep, having a radius of 
about 10m. Within this excavation there are small discontinuous lenses, veins and impregnations of 
dense manganese mineralisation within the host jasperoid rock.  
 

 
Donaldson’s Historical manganese workings 

 
 

 
FUTURE EXPLORATION 

During the third phase of exploration, samples of manganese mineralisation collected from the field 
will be submitted for petro-physics studies to determine which of Airborne Gravity or Versatile Time 
Domain Electromagnetic (VTEM) survey over the Mary Valley Project is the best suited method for 
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delineation of blind deposits at depth and long strike.  The aerial geophysics will focus on delineating 
the true dimensions of high grade manganese mineralisation below surface as observed in the field.  
On completion of this programme, Eclipse will create a 3-D model of the potential mineralised zone to 
target during its future proposed RC program.    
 
In March 2015, the company undertook geological mapping and further rock chip program, targeting 
the Upper Kananga mine area. The historical mine-site is within a north-trending steep-sided gully 
and is bisected by the small intermittent creek that carved the gully. The main production workings are 
an open-pit about 50m long (oriented east-west) and about 20m wide (north-south).    
 
The pit-floor is obscured by water but assumed to be about 5 to 9m below encircling near-vertical 
walls (photo below).  Mining took place in three phases; 1918 – 1919, 1958 – 1960 and 1965 - 1966 
which resulted in the production of about 7,930t of manganese ore; the exact amount is not certain. 
From 1918 and 1919, only 911t was produced at a grade of 44% Mn. From 1958 to 1960, average 
ore grade was 46% manganese (Mn).  The average grade of ore produced during the final production 
period (1965 – 1966) is uncertain, but it is likely to have exceeded 40% Mn as this was the lower 
grade-limit of marketable ore at the time.   
 

 
The Upper Kandanga Mn Mine.  View is from 462757mE/7078128mN. 
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Eclipse’ fieldwork has confirmed the high-grade of the mineralisation in this deposit. Assay results of 
10 samples collected in 2014 and 2015 from the historical Upper Kandanga Manganese Mine 
workings range from 15.46% Mn to 42.86% Mn with a mean of 34.39% Mn. Silica (SiO2) is the main 
impurity in this high-grade manganese mineralisation with a mean concentration of 40.05% SiO2 
(Table 1). 

 
Table 1: Sample Assay results of Upper Kandanga Mn Mine samples 

Sample Id Year Mn %  SiO2 % Fe203 % Al2O3 %  CaO %  BaO % 
PS039 2014 40.91 34.48 1.44 2.06 1.52 0.32 

PS040 2014 41.88 33.1 0.77 1.34 1.28 0.12 

PS041 2014 34.48 36.94 1.84 3.83 1.36 0.76 

PS042 2014 42.85 25.55 2.24 2.59 1.23 0.14 

PS114 2015 39.57 34.42 1.09 2.67 1.95 0.13 

PS115 2015 15.46 68.97 1.47 2.96 0.75 0.15 

PS116 2015 18.14 63.36 1.68 3.72 0.89 0.29 

PS117 2015 40.64 28.17 0.98 2.01 0.41 0.16 

PS118 2015 34.73 38.67 1.31 2.53 0.88 0.46 

PS119 2015 35.24 36.88 2.03 0.28 1.6 0.28 
 

The historical mine exploited a single lens of manganese mineralisation up to 4.5m thick, having an 
east-west trend and shallow dip towards the north (Figures 2 and 3). The mineralised lens is 
conformable with the shale, fine-grained sandstone and chert within which it is interbedded. Three 
main faults and several minor faults transect the lens, resulting in six separate sections of 
mineralisation. Each section is separated from adjacent sections by vertical displacements.  The six 
sections of the mineralised lens identified at the historical Upper Kandanga Manganese Mine are 
referred to by Eclipse as sections A, B, C, D, E and F. Part of section E is exposed adjacent to the 
workings (Figures 4 and 5). 
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Exposure of Mn mineralisation. View towards the west from 462761mE/7078123mN shows the 
gentle apparent dip of the mineralisation towards the north (hammer for scale). Sample PS039 

(40.91% Mn) was collected from the face adjacent to the hammer. The white material on the 
exposed Mn mineralisation is lichen. 
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Figure 3: Geology sketch-map, Upper Kandanga Mn Mine, 2015. 
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Historical production was from sections E, C and F (Figure 4). Sections A, B and D are not 
exposed within the workings.  
 

 
 

Figure 4: 3-D Block model of mineralisation, Upper Kandanga Mn Mine 
 

Characteristics of the mineralisation at Upper Kandanga, based on historical records compiled during 
mining operations and Eclipse’ recent observations, suggest that mineralisation extends beyond the 
historical workings. Interpretation of the Upper Kandanga mineralisation as an example of Cuban-type 
manganese mineralisation (Spitalny, 2015a and 2015b) supports the assertion that these workings 
exploited only part of a manganese deposit that is significantly larger than indicated by the size of the 
historical workings.  
 
The entire manganese deposit at Upper Kandanga may exceed 130,000 tonnes but it is unclear how 
much of it can be exploited as the depth of overburden is uncertain. Drilling will be required to confirm 
both continuity of mineralisation and depth of overburden.  A programme of eleven angled diamond 
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drill-holes is proposed to test the up-dip, down-dip and along-strike continuation of mineralisation 
beyond the historical workings (Figure 5 and Table 2).  

 

 
 

Figure 5: Exploration Targets, Upper Kandanga Mn Mine. 
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Figure 6: Regional Interpreted Geology Map showing sample locations and Mn% 
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Investigation of the mineralogical and physical characteristics of mineralisation from the Upper 
Kandanga Manganese mine workings, to include petrographic and petro-physical studies, has 
commenced. This will assist in determination of exploration and processing requirements of 
mineralisation from the Upper Kandanga Manganese Deposit. 
 
Eclipse’ exploration to-date has consisted of an initial appraisal of the project (Phase 1), followed by 
on-ground location and preliminary inspection of some prospects (Phase 2) with recent work (Phase 
3) focussing upon two prospects (Amamoor and Upper Kandanga) in more detail. Results to-date 
confirmed the possibility that the Mary Valley Manganese Project has the potential to contain a much 
larger quantity of manganese mineralisation than apparent from historical production. 
 

 
PETROPHYSICAL AND PETROLOGICAL TESTWORK 

Seven samples of rocks, representing mineralisation and barren host rocks were submitted to 
Southern Geoscience Consultants for comprehensive petrophysical testing.  An additional eight 
samples were tested for magnetic susceptibility and conductivity.  
 
Three of the samples subjected to comprehensive petrophysical testing were also sent to Townend 
Mineralogy Laboratory for petrological investigation (table below).  These samples were selected to 
represent low to high grade manganese mineralisation from the Amamoor and Upper Kandanga 
historical mine areas. 
 

 

Samples submitted for Petrophysical & Petrological investigation 

 Test Sample I.D Description 
PP04 Equivalent to PS055 (18.2% Mn) Northern Working Amamoor 
PP05 Equivalent to PS060 ( 52.1% Mn)  Central Workings  Amamoor 
PP07 Equivalent to PS039 (40.9% Mn) Upper Kandanga 

 

  
Main findings of Petrophysical testing: 
 

1. Mn mineralisation is significantly more magnetic than the surrounding country rocks. 
2. Mn mineralisation is non-conductive, in contrast to the country rocks. 
3. Mn mineralisation is significantly denser than the surrounding country rocks. 

Implications for exploration: 
 

1. Magnetic surveys, gravity surveys and I.P./resistivity surveys would be effective 
geophysical exploration methods. Both gravity and I.P./resistivity are ground-based and 
would present logistical difficulties and greater expense.  

2. A low-level, close line-spaced air-borne magnetometer survey by fixed-wing aircraft is 
likely to be the most cost-effective initial method of remote sensing exploration. 

3. Follow-up IP/resistivity surveys, which recognise robust contrasts between low to 
average and high grade Mn mineralisation, could be highly effective for mapping 
mineralised systems in areas indicated by the airborne magnetic survey. 

4. The fact that some Mn mineralisation is strongly magnetic will be of great assistance in 
evaluating the potential of some prospects such as Amamoor West, Skyring Creek and 
Eel Creek. 
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Main findings of Petrological investigation: 
 

1. The mineralisation and host rocks have been metamorphosed which is evident from 
textures with well-developed triple-point intersections of grain boundaries and 
mineralogy (i.e. presence of garnet, piemontite, tephroite). 

2. Mineralisation definitely pre-dates folding and metamorphism. 
3. The mineralogy supports a Cuban classification as the style of mineralisation. 
4. Most of the mineralisation consists of primary manganese minerals (e.g. hausmannite). 

Supergene manganese mineralisation is mostly present as amorphous material and 
comprises only a small proportion of the whole. 

5. The compositional contrast between PP05 and PP07, i.e. dominant hausmannite vs 
dominant braunite, may indicate a difference between mineral compositions at different 
prospects (Amamoor vs Upper Kandanga) or may reflect different mineral composition 
related to grade.Note - The observed mineralogy confirms many observations made by 
Oswald (1992).   

Implications of Petrological investigation: 
 

1. It appears that the exposed remnant mineralisation is mostly primary which is supported 
by field observations. 

2. The Mn grade range of samples collected from the workings are likely to be 
representative of the grade of mineralisation continuing at depth at both Amamoor and 
Upper Kandanga. 

3. Although hausmannite is essentially non-magnetic, it can be altered by hydrothermal 
fluids (addition of Fe) and become very magnetic; the strong magnetic response of some 
samples submitted to additional testing may be due to the presence of altered 
hausmannite.  This characteristic can be exploited in future geophysical exploration. 

9.0 PROPOSED EXPLORATION 
 

The proposed method of exploration is by diamond-drilling to provide oriented-core to better 
evaluate drilling results. The other reason being that small, relatively easily portable diamond-
drill rigs are available, which would minimise the amount of site works required.  Refer Figure 5 
for proposed drill sites and targets. 
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Collar Table of Proposed Drill-Holes 

Drill-hole 
Number

Easting 
(mE)

Northing 
(mN)

Azimuth 
(degrees)

Dip 
(degrees)

Planned 
Depth (m)

Target 
Zone

1 462755 7078153 180 -60 25 C
2 462770 7078190 180 -60 35 A
3 462775 7078220 180 -60 65 A

4 462800 7078220 180 -60 65 A

5 462820 7078220 180 -60 65 B

6 462815 7078183 180 -60 40 B

7 462825 7078165 180 -60 30 B
8 462825 7078155 180 -60 30 D

9 462825 7078145 180 -60 30 F

10 462825 7078135 180 -60 30 F

11 462825 7078125 180 -60 30 F  
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